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Abstract
The paper is devoted to the solution of an actual scientific and applied problem of efficiency
estimation of information technology development at intelligent analysis and big data
processing. A study of the problem of big data analysis and processing is conducted. The
concept of missing data recovery based on the integration of the big data model, the method of
missing data recovery based on functional dependencies and associative rules and the
complexity assessment of the missing data recovery method have been developed. Methods
for classifying network packets, recognizing objects in satellite imagery, recognizing objects
in images of text documents based on deep neural networks, creating and operating deep neural
networks based on an evolutionary approach, increasing the speed of analysis and processing
of big data have been developed. The methodology and information technology of intelligent
analysis and big data processing have been developed by authors. The evaluation of the
developed information technology efficiency is carried out.
Keywords 1
information technology, intelligent analysis and big data processing, missing data recovery,
functional dependencies, associative rules and assessment of missing data recovery method
complexity, network packet classification methods, object recognition in text document images
based on deep neural networks.

1. Introduction
Today, big data [5] has become a defining and growing feature of the modern world economy, a
vector of global change in almost all its sectors. But complex, unstructured data are difficult to assess
using traditional analytical methods. This is where deep neural networks come to the rescue [14], [21],
which have high reliability of nonlinear data conversion and presentation compared to traditional neural
networks and allow processing and analyzing large amounts of data in various fields, including speech
recognition [8], [13], computer vision [7], [39] and others [30], [41].
Currently, in the theory and practice of analysis and processing of big data, the contradiction
between: the growing number of different sources that generate large amounts of data, which are not
always high quality; availability of information technologies that are widely used for analysis and
processing of big data, but do not provide sufficient reliability and efficiency in the processing of semistructured and unstructured data; the growing demands of users for real-time big data analysis for
operational decision-making, on the one hand, and the lack of concept of big data analysis and
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processing in their absence, incompleteness, vagueness and uncertainty, as well as limited computing
resources – on the other hand.
The imperfection and limitations of existing approaches and methods do not allow to ensure
sufficient efficiency of analysis and processing of big data. Therefore, the development of methods for
assessing the effectiveness of mining and processing of big data in the conditions of their partial
absence, incompleteness, vagueness and uncertainty, is certainly relevant.

2. Related Work
Because in-depth learning is based on hierarchical learning and obtaining different levels of complex
data abstractions, it is suitable for simplifying big data analysis, semantic indexing, data labeling,
information retrieval and image recognition [1], including image classification and network packet
parameters to detect invasion.
In [9], [16], [28], [31], [38] methods of intrusion detection based on Autoencoder (AE) are used.
The AE architecture can be considered as a data compression algorithm that is, in fact, able to first
compress the input data and then recover it. Cybersecurity researchers also use AE to detect intrusions,
in particular in [31] offer asymmetric deep AE, which successfully reduces the computational cost of
data analysis. In [38] offer AE for various cybersecurity programs, consisting of two stages of training,
i.e. pre-training and fine-tuning. Since the collected network raw data may have an unbalanced
distribution, in [9] deep AE is used to create classification models to detect abnormal behavior. To
create a flexible intrusion detection system in [16] use a sparse AE with a softmax layer. [16] presents
a more powerful approach to creating an intrusion detection system with scalable, self-adaptive and
autonomous characteristics.
Deep Belief Neural Network (DBN) is widely used to detect intrusions [3], [4], [10], [40]. In a study
[10], the authors focused on working with big raw data and used DBN to build an intrusion detection
system, adjusting parameters such as the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons to find
better settings than other machine learning methods on the KDDCup 99 dataset.
To explore DBN's ability to detect attacks, [3] proposed a system that first uses digital coding and a
standardized method to select functions, and then uses DBN to classify network intrusions by assigning
a class label to each function vector. To solve the problem of redundant information in [40] it is
proposed to detect intrusions using DBN and probabilistic neural network (PNN). To solve the problem
of real-time attack detection, [4] proposed an anomaly detection method based on DBN, which consists
of only one hidden RBM layer and a fine-tuning layer.
Malicious attacks are constantly changing and occur on very large amounts of data, which requires
scalable solutions. To solve this problem, [35] proposed a Deep Neural Network (DNN) structure that
scales and can monitor network traffic and host-level events in real time, actively preventing possible
network attacks. In [29], a deep learning-based network intrusion detection method is used, which uses
a deep neural network to obtain characteristics of network monitoring data, and a BP neural network is
used to classify intrusion types. Also, to solve the problem of network security, [33] presents the DNN
model for detecting anomalies based on data flow.
Methods of intrusion detection based on recurrent neural networks (RNN) are presented in [17],
[19], [20], [32], [37]]. Thus, in [32] it is proposed to take into account the characteristics of the time
series of known malicious behavior and network traffic, which can increase the accuracy of attack
detection algorithms. In [32], RNN is used to solve the problem of classification of attacks, where the
proposed classification model is based on self-study.
Similarly, [37] investigated the use of RNN to detect intrusions using forms of binary classification
and multiclass classification.
Since the LSTM (Long short-term memory) neural network, which is a type of RNN, overcomes the
disappearance of the vanishing gradient during training, [17] uses the LSTM architecture to detect
intrusions. Compared to [17], the constructed LSTM model has a higher level of error detection in
training using the KDDCup 99 data set. Following the trend of using LSTM to detect attacks, in [20]
also built a classifier LSTM to detect intrusions.
Combined deep learning methods are also used to detect attacks [22], [24]. In particular, [22] uses a
hybrid method of deep learning based on AE and DNN to detect malicious code. In [22] an ensemble

network is used to classify different types of attacks. To distinguish between normal and abnormal
behavior, the proposed method combines AE, BNN, DNN.
[25] describes a method based on the use of SVM for automatic detection of solar panels using highresolution satellite images. This approach first uses a pre-screening operation that identifies regions,
which are then processed to identify features. The source information obtained with this model is a list
of regions and confidence values that show how likely the presence of a solar panel in a given area.
The task of direct detection of solar panels is insufficiently presented in scientific publications. [26]
uses an approach based on the use of decision trees. Achieved panel localization rate was 90% in the
case of using certain parameters of the algorithm, and the method itself consists of four stages. In [6],
the Aerial Imagery Dataset is used as a training sample, which includes images with a resolution of up
to 5000 × 5000 pixels.

3. Proposed Approach
3.1. Methodology of intelligent analysis and big data processing
The methodology of intelligent analysis and processing of big data in the absence, incompleteness,
vagueness and uncertainty is based on the use of the following principles, which are the basis of the
developed models and methods:
1. Basic principles of working with big data, which can be formulated on the basis of definitions
of big data [2], [15], [23]:
•
the principle of horizontal scalability;
•
the principle of resistance to failures;
•
the principle of data locality.
2. Principles that increase the efficiency and reliability of analysis and processing of big data:
•
the principle of ensuring resistance to data errors;
•
the principle of ensuring the ability to learn;
•
the principle of ensuring the ability to evolve and adapt;
•
the principle of ensuring sufficient speed and data security.
3. Principles that increase the efficiency and reliability of analysis and of big data processing:
•
the principle of ensuring resistance to data errors;
•
the principle of ensuring the ability to learn;
•
the principle of ensuring the ability to evolve and adapt;
•
the principle of ensuring sufficient speed and data security.
The basic principle of big data processing is mainly considered to be horizontal scalability, which
provides data processing distributed over hundreds and thousands of computing nodes, without
performance degrading [27].
The principle of fault tolerance is derived from the principle of horizontal scalability. As there may
be many computing nodes in the cluster (sometimes dozens of thousands) and their number it is possible
to increase the probability of machine failure increases. Methods of big data processing should take into
account the likelihood of such situations and provide preventive measures in the process.
The principle of data locality. Because data is distributed across a large number of computing nodes,
if it is physically located on one server and processed on another, the cost of data transfer may be
unreasonably high. Therefore, it is desirable to process data on the same machine on which they are
stored.
The principle of ensuring resistance to data errors. When using information technology to obtain
reliable and high-quality results, it is important not only the methods, ways and means of obtaining
them, but also the initial data quality. Small variations or specifics of the initial data, especially
incomplete data, can lead to inaccurate results, and in the case of the neural network technologies usage
– completely unbalance the settings of such models. Qualitative data are characterized by different
parameters.
Data completeness is an indicator of the amount of available data relative to the desired amount. It
is used to confirm how data deficiencies will affect their usefulness.

Accuracy of big data can be defined as the degree to which data accurately describes the object or
real world being considered. To measure data set or data element accuracy, the data is compared with
standards or data that are commonly used or accepted.
The timeliness of big data is one of the critical parameters for assessing the quality of big data,
because they can change very quickly and if the importance of this parameter is neglected, the relevance
of the result is lost. The timeliness of big data is measured by the degree of data that represents reality
at the right time.
The uniqueness of big data is defined as the measurement of a data item relative to itself or its
counterpart in another data set or database. The validity of big data indicates the syntax, i.e. the
correctness of the data, their format, type and range.
To measure reliability, compare the data with the actual rules defined for them.
Consistency of big data refers to the extent to which the logical relationship between correlated data
is correct and complete, i.e. it determines the absence of difference when comparing two or more data
from an event or object. To measure the data consistency parameter, the data item is measured against
an object or event and its counterpart in another data set.
Reliability of the big data system is defined as the ability of the network to provide reliable data
transmission in a state of constant change in the structure of the network or the ability of the device to
provide reliable data output.
The need for big data is responsible for determining the usefulness of data and the satisfaction of
user needs. Timeliness, accuracy and completeness are calculated to measure the parameter, as the value
of this parameter determines the possibility of using the data.
The principle of resilience to data errors based on data quality assessment involves recovering
missing data by creating additional data values using the base domain and functional dependencies and
adding these values to existing training data to ensure their completeness.
The development of intelligent systems must include the ability to learn in order to memorize the
associated data, to summarize similar data, referring them to one class. This principle is provided by
the use of neural network technologies for analysis and processing of big data.
The principle of providing the ability to evolve and adapt provides the ability to develop the system
over time in order to acquire better properties, such as finding the optimal parameters of the neural
network to work in conditions of limited computing resources. In the case of analyzing the parameters
of network traffic to detect intrusions – the ability to take into account the parameters of previous attacks
in order to create better classifiers.
The principle of ensuring sufficient speed and data security involves the possibility of efficient
hardware implementation (based on random access memory and programmable logic matrices) and
real-time decision-making based on fuzzy logic. The implementation of this principle will make it
possible to process and analyze data in real time, or close to it, which is extremely important when
building modern data analysis systems for critical infrastructure. An additional argument in favor of
hardware implementation of the decision-making subsystem based on fuzzy logic is that the operation
of hardware implementation cannot be blocked by targeted exposure to a computer virus. At software
implementation, it is possible to completely block this subsystem (which leads to server downtime, and
therefore relatively easy to detect), and purposeful choice of such a method of protection against
computer viruses, which, to increase the effectiveness of the attack, provides minimal and consistent
protection (which does not lead to server downtime, and therefore such an action is difficult to detect).
At the same time, the computer virus can neither disable nor modify the hardware implementation of
the decision-making subsystem.
The proposed principles are the basis for the development of models and methods of data mining
and data processing:
1. Big data quality models that take into account seven quality parameters (𝑝1 corresponds to data
completeness, 𝑝2 – accuracy, 𝑝3 – timeliness, 𝑝4 – uniqueness, 𝑝5 – reality, 𝑝6 – sequence, 𝑝7 –
reliability), which allowed to determine the characteristics of these parameters due to lack
correlation between them and assess the quality of big data, in particular to obtain information about
the presence of missing values.
2. Big data models for missing data recovery, which is based on a hierarchy of objects that allows
processing structured and semi-structured data from sources with different data structures [36].

3. The method of recovering missing data, which allows analyzing the hidden dependencies in the
data set and take into account the nature of the data set and predict the lack of data for each data
source separately based on the specifics and nature of these sources. The method creates additional
data values based on functional dependencies and association rules and adds these values to the
existing training data, which allowed to increase the efficiency and reliability of further data analysis
[36].
4. The method of classification of network packets based on deep neural networks, which is
characterized by reducing the dimensionality of the analyzed information in the middle of the
network and minimizing the standard error of recovery of analyzed information and provides
classification of the main components of texture features. This, in turn, made it possible to analyze
unstructured big data, increased the speed and reliability of their processing and created the
possibility of application in intelligent intrusion detection systems in real time [18].
5. A method of recognizing objects in the images of satellite images based on a deep convolutional
neural network, which allows to increase the reliability of images classification with poor quality
and low resolution [12].
6. A method of recognizing objects in images of text documents, based on image pre-processing,
which simplifies the localization of individual parts and subsequent recognition of localized blocks
using a deep convolutional neural network, which increases the reliability of classification of
localized parts of the document [11].
7. A method of creating and operating deep neural networks based on an evolutionary approach,
which allows in parallel with the algorithm to find the optimal neural network parameters to analyze
big data based on the neural network with minimal learning error at each step of the genetic
algorithm. conditions of limited computing resources, as well as the ability to model the neural
network depending on the required performance and reliability.
8. Method of increasing the speed of analysis and processing of big data, which is based on preprocessing options for possible outputs of the deep neural network or possible solutions that meet
all combinations of required and current parameters of fuzzy inference, which provided efficient
hardware implementation (based on random access memory) and programmable logic matrices) and
real-time decision making based on fuzzy logic.

3.2.

Information technology of intelligent analysis and big data processing

For information support of the offered models and methods the information technology of intelligent
analysis and processing of big data in the conditions of their absence, incompleteness, vagueness and
uncertainty is developed.
The methodology of data mining and big data processing developed above provides basic support
for the proposed information technology, which, in turn, determines the information flows and functions
for their processing, the relationships between them, control information and tools.
The input data of the proposed information technology of intelligent analysis and big data processing
are:
•
parameters of network packets;
•
satellite images with the image of solar panels;
•
images of text documents.
The implementation of information technology involves the principle of modularity, which allows,
if necessary, the analysis of other data to implement the corresponding function without restructuring
the entire system. It is enough to implement a neural network to analyze new data. As a tool for building
models of deep learning, it is advisable to use the Tensorflow framework [34].
The source information of information technology of intelligent analysis and big data processing
are:
•
the result of the classification of network packets;
•
the result of the recognition of solar panels;
•
the result of recognition of text documents.
Under certain conditions, a method of increasing the speed of analysis and processing of big data
can be used, which involves an approach to reducing the hardware complexity of the neural network.

The decision-making unit analyzes the result obtained and decides whether to return to the original
conditions for data re-analysis or use of the obtained results.
The developed information technology of intelligent analysis and big data processing is presented
in the form of a structural model (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Structural model of information technology for intelligent analysis and big data processing

3.3. Evaluation of the information technology efficiency for intelligent
analysis and big data processing.
Let’s evaluate the effectiveness of the developed information technology for intelligent analysis and
big data processing.
𝑗
Let 𝑡0 – be the time spent on data recovery, and 𝑡0 – be the time spent on data recovery for the 𝑖-th
iteration or the 𝑗-th processed task.
Then, let the data recovery be performed to process the next (𝑞 + 1) big data. The time for
𝑞+1
processing is denoted by 𝑡0 and defined as follows:
𝑞+1

𝑡0,𝑂𝑐 =

𝑞

∑𝑖=1 𝑡0𝑖

.
𝑞∗ max 𝑡0𝑖

(1)

1≤𝑖≤𝑞

𝑞+1

Thus, 𝑡0,𝑂𝑐 will be evaluated and normalized to take it into account in the following stages of
𝑞+1

calculating the effectiveness of the developed methods. The value of 𝑡0,𝑂𝑐 is obtained as the average of
all previous processing time for data recovery divided by the maximum among the previous values.
𝑞+1
Therefore, then 𝑡0,𝑂𝑐 ≤ 1.
𝑞+2

In the future, the next value of time 𝑡0

can be estimated from its previous values

𝑞+2

𝑡0,𝑂𝑐 =

𝑞+1
∑𝑖=1 𝑡0𝑖

max 𝑡 𝑖
1≤𝑖≤(𝑞+1) 0

(𝑞+1)∗

Let’s introduce an iterative formula to optimize calculations

.

(2)

𝑞

𝑞+2

𝑡0,𝑂𝑐 =

𝑖

∑
𝑡0
𝑞+1
+𝑡0 )
( 𝑖=1
𝑞
𝑞+1

2∗𝑚𝑎𝑥( max (𝑡0𝑖 );𝑡0
1≤𝑖≤𝑞

)

.

(3)

The use of three different methods separately depending on the type of input big data is taken into
account by introducing the coefficients 𝛼𝑗 , 𝑗 = ̅̅̅̅
1,3, and:
𝛼𝑗 = 1, if the method is applicable to the input data;
𝛼𝑗 = 0, if the input method is not applicable.
The method processing time will be determined analogously to formula (2) and the following
notation will be introduced:
𝑞
𝑡1 1 – time spent on processing input data by the first method in 𝑞1 step;
𝑞
𝑡2 2 – time spent on processing input data by the second method in 𝑞2 step;
𝑞
𝑡3 3 – is the time spent processing the input data by the third method in step 𝑞3 .
𝑞,𝑝
We introduce the time 𝑡4 , which indicates the additional costs associated with making decisions
about returning to the original conditions. It will include the time spent on data recovery and processing
one of the methods.
Then
𝑞,𝑝

𝑡4

𝑞,𝑝

𝑞,𝑝

𝑞,𝑝

𝑞,𝑝

= 𝑡0 + (𝛼1 𝑡1 + 𝛼2 𝑡2 + 𝛼3 𝑡3 )

(4)

The number of such returns 𝑝 when processing one series of input data is set by the decision-making
system and depends on the recovery step. If the input data is not restored, then the system captures and
issues a calculation in the previous step of the value with the appropriate message.
The efficiency of the system as a whole is defined as a value that takes into account the time for data
recovery, time for data processing and time spent on reprocessing:
𝑞

𝐾𝑒 =

𝑞

𝑞

𝑞

𝑞,𝑝

𝑡0 +(𝛼1 𝑡1 +𝛼2 𝑡2 +𝛼3 𝑡3 )+𝑡4
2

.

(5)

The minimization function 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 of the efficiency factor will reflect the best efficiency, in particular
we will present it as follows:
𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∶ 𝐾𝑒 → 𝑚𝑖𝑛.

(6)

If 𝑝 = 0, then
𝑞

𝐾𝑒 =

𝑞

𝑞

𝑞

𝑡0 +(𝛼1 𝑡1 +𝛼2 𝑡2 +𝛼3 𝑡3 )
2

,

(7)

while 𝐾𝑒 ≤ 1.
If 𝑝 > 0, then 𝐾𝑒 may be greater than 1, which will indicate problems with the quality of the initial
data, their recovery, as well as the effectiveness of the processing methods used. As a result of
experimental studies obtained 𝐾𝑒 = 0,82.
Therefore, the proposed assessment of the effectiveness of information technology allows to take
into account the time to recover missing data, time to analyze and process data and, if necessary, the
time spent on re-analysis and processing.

4. Conclusions
The methodology of intelligent analysis and processing of big data in the conditions of their absence,
incompleteness, vagueness and uncertainty is based on the use of the following principles, which are
the basis of the developed models and methods:

1. Basic principles of working with big data, which can be formulated on the basis of definitions
of big data:
•
the principle of horizontal scalability;
•
the principle of resistance to failures;
•
the principle of data locality.
2. Principles that increase the efficiency and reliability of analysis and processing of big data:
•
the principle of ensuring resistance to data errors;
•
the principle of ensuring the ability to learn;
•
the principle of ensuring the ability to evolve and adapt;
•
the principle of ensuring sufficient speed and data security.
A structural model of information technology analysis and processing of big data has been
developed, which reflects the movement of information flows in the integration of big data sets with
models of deep learning and provides decision-making on the need for pre-processing of input data,
recovery of missing data; application of appropriate deep neural networks for big data analysis; the need
to increase the speed of deep neural networks to work in real time and in conditions of limited
computing resources. This has increased the efficiency and reliability of the analysis and processing of
big data compared to known information technologies.
An approach to evaluate the effectiveness of mining and data processing based on the use of missing
data recovery method, network packet classification method, object recognition method in satellite
imagery images, object recognition method in text document image methods, method of creation and
operation deep neural networks based on an evolutionary approach, as well as a method to increase the
speed of analysis and processing of big data.
The results of experimental studies confirm that the proposed approach allows to ensure sufficient
efficiency. In particular, it was found that the level of efficiency of the applied methods of analysis and
processing of big data was obtained at the level of 𝐾𝑒 = 0,82.
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